Palaeolithic Industries of Bhimbetka Central India
A Morphometric Study

Author: MD Shafiqul Alam

The book reveals for the first time a comprehensive study of the temporal variation in Palaeolithic assemblages in a primary context in India. The analysis has been made with a view to assess the typo-technological, functional, cultural and stylistic variations of lithic artifacts.

The book incorporates a chapter on Prehistory of Bangladesh as an appendix which presents an overview of the prehistoric discovery so far made in the country particularly emphasizing the Lalmrai-Mainamati industry explored by the author in the early 90s of the last century.

Pub: Bangla Academy, Dhaka Year: 2001
Bib: 25cm. HB: 432pp; With Bibliographical References. ISBN:9840740369
Price : US$ 15.00

Folk Art of Bangladesh Through Ethno-Archaeological Perspective
Author: Shahariar Talukdar

This book concentrates on the theoretical aspects of the study of artifacts of the folk artisans of Bangladesh that flourished traditionally in the country and has brought together very important and valuable data, information along with photographs, drawings and illustrations of the specimens of folk art materials of Bangladesh as well as Archa>
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Sonargaon–Panam
A Survey of Historical Monuments and Sites in Bangladesh SHMSB 003

Author: Ed; A.B.M. Husain
This Third volume on Sonargaon – Panam is illustrated with 170 drawings and photographs and it offers a comprehensive history of the area. It covers a wide time span and tries to establish the missing link between different periods. Most of the work in the volume is the product of primary research.

Pub: Asiatic Society of Bangladesh, Bangladesh Year: 1997
Bib: 25cm; HB: 214pp; With Bibliographical References and Index (p. 206 to 210)

Traditional Art of Dhaka

Author: Henry Glassie
The author presents traditional art of Bangladesh from a micro perspective in that it concentrates on Greater Dhaka only. But this limited perspective, however, serves as a kaleidoscope through which is viewed varieties of traditional art of literally whole of Bangladesh. Moreover, the artists behind these arts come alive with their ethos and pathos, as much of the material of this book is sifted through extensive as well intensive fieldwork. The book demonstrates how life and work are intertwined in the livelihood of the people who provide materials for this book. The book also includes an essential glossary, notes, bibliography, index useful to the folklore scholars.

Pub: Bangla Academy, Dhaka Year: 2000 Bib: 25cm, HB, 511pp Includes Bibliographical references and Index (p. 482 – 499)

Corpus of the Arabic and Persian Inscriptions of Bengal

Author: Abdul Karim

Pub: Asiatic Society of Bangladesh, Dhaka Year: 1992
Bib: 25cm, HB, 591pp + Plates (1 – 89) Includes Bibliographical references and Index (554 to 562) ISBN: 9845123384
Price: US$ 30.00

Gawr – Lakhnawati
A Survey of Historical Monuments and Sites in Bangladesh SHMSB 002

Editor: A.B.M. Husain
The Second Volume on Gawr – Lakhnawi consists of 74 illustrations and is devoted to the monuments and ruins of the part of the city which is now in Bangladesh. This volume attempts to identify a large number of hitherto undiscovered mounds which have helped in the reassessment of the City’s expansion and its architectural antiquities. Extent monuments in the area have been discussed from new perspectives.

Pub : Asiatic Society of Bangladesh, Dhaka  Year : 1997  
Bib : 25cm, HB, 175pp Includes Bibliographical references and Index (p. 167 to 170) ISBN : 9845123457 Price : US$ 17.50

Mainamati – Devaparvata
A Survey of Historical Monuments and Sites in Bangladesh SHMSB 001
Editor : A.B.M. Husain
The first volume on Mainamati – Devaparvata is written by Scholars, some of whom were actually involved in the excavation of the Sites. The Volume includes 145 illustrated figures and plates. Quite a number of the drawings and photographs have been published here for the first time from the personal collection of the excavators.


Counting the Hills
Assessing Development in Chittagong Hill Tracts
Editor : Mohammad Rafi, A.Mushtaque R.Chowdhury
This is the first comprehensive account on the region. This multidimensional study deals with issues of society, demography, education, economy, health and environment. The present work is different from others done in the past in two important ways. It adopted a survey to provide a representative picture of the region. Secondly, it estimated the relative status of the five most populous ethnic groups in the region vis a vis one another.


Bangladesh Economy 2000 : Selected Issues
Editor : Abu Abdullah

Education Watch 2000
A Question of Quality
State of Primary Education in Bangladesh
Volume 1
Major Findings : A synthesis

Editors : A Mushtaque R Chowdhury, Rasheda K Choudhury

This report is the second from the Education Watch, an initiative by several individuals and organizations representing the civil society in Bangladesh. The first report, entitled Hope and Complacency, which looked at the internal efficiency of primary education, was published in 1999.


Governance of the Healthcare Sector in Bangladesh

Author : Khaleda Nazneen

This book examines the existing healthcare delivery system in Bangladesh and its outcome. The theoretical section focuses primarily on the importance of preventive care for the population of the world and specifically for a poor country like Bangladesh.

The author has argued that if the public hospitals could provide quality outpatient care to its patients, then it will have a significant impact on the society measured in terms of lower mortality rates, lower number of emergency care visits, lower number of patients hospitalized for inpatient care, reduction in the number of days of stay in the hospital.


Stakeholder’s Perceptions Reforms and Consequences
Report on the First National Forum of SAPRI, Bangladesh

Editor : Debapriya Bhattacharya, Rashed a.M.Titumir

This volume embodies the dialogue which took place with participation of The World Bank, the Government of Bangladesh, and the stakeholder groups during the run-up to and in the First National Forum of the Structural adjustment participatory review initiative [Sapri] Bangladesh.


Changes and Challenges
A Review of Bangladesh’s Development 2000

This book undertakes a comprehensive review of the state of the economy during FY2000, and puts under scrutiny major policy initiatives, growth dynamics and recent trends in the Bangladesh economy. IRBD2000 analyses Macroeconomic Performance in its major dimensions and also deals with developments particularly in the External Sector and in Agriculture during the fiscal year 2000.


Growth of Garment Industry in Bangladesh
**Economic and Social Dimensions**


Editor: Pratima Paul-Majumder, Binayak Sen

Pub: Bangladesh Institute of Development Studies, Dhaka Year: 2001
Bib: 25cm, PB, 255pp Price: US$ 15.00

---

**Poverty alleviation and Empowerment Through Microfinance**

*Two Decades of Experience in Bangladesh*

Author: Rushidan Islam Rahman
Series: Research Monograph No:20

Pub: Bangladesh Institute of Development Studies, Dhaka Year: 2000
Bib: 22cm, PB, 115pp, Includes References Price: US$ 5.00

---

**The Textile and Clothing Industry of Bangladesh in a Changing World Economy**

Author: Sadequl Islam

The book discusses the implications of the international trade policy regimes governed by the Agreement on Textiles and Clothing [ATC] and trade policy instruments of the major trade blocs such as the European Union and the North American Free Trade Agreement for international trade in textiles and clothing. The study focuses on a number of issues concerning trade and industrial policy instruments for textiles and clothing in Bangladesh and several comparator countries including India and China.


---

**Asian Tigers Economic Success**

*Lessons for Bangladesh*

Author: Major General ALM Fazlur Rahman

Economic Development in South East Asian Countries [known as Tiger Countries] has been a success story and become an example for third world countries. The outcome of pragmatic economic policies and their strategic decision ensured a rapid and steady growth rate in their economic field. The growth pattern of their economic boom may serve as a lesson for other countries of the region, in general and Bangladesh, in particular. The policymakers and bureaucrats in Bangladesh can contribute from their experiences for the economic development in our country. A detailed guideline has been proposed in this book for the readers who may take help to build our nation.

**Bottom Up**  
*NGO Sector in Bangladesh*  
Author: Mohiuddin Ahmad  
The NGOs in Bangladesh have virtually developed into a sector in last three decades. It is now an integral part of the aid regime and is absorbing over one sixth of total foreign economic assistance of the country. Experience shows that the NGOs working with the more effective in beneficiary mobilization. They are increasingly being co-opted in different stages of various development projects. Some are doing fine, but some are not.  
Pub: Community Development Library, Dhaka Year: 1999  
Bib: 22cm, HB, 86pp Includes Bibliographical references ISBN: 984310658x  
Price: US$ 7.50

**People's Practices**  
*Exploring contestation, counter-development, and rural livelihoods*  
Author: Hamidul Huq  

**Bangladesh Development Debates: Perspectives from policy Dialogues**  
Volume I  
Macroeconomic issues Governance and Regional perspectives  
The present volume focuses on three broad themes. Part I of the volume on Macroeconomic Management and policy reforms deals with the evaluation of the development process in Bangladesh and the strategic options before the policymakers. This part mainly focuses on dialogues which deal with macroeconomic performance, development strategies and the design gender-equitable macro-economic agendas.  

**Understanding the South: How Northern Donor Agencies and NGOs Understand the Needs and Problems of Southern NGO Clients**  
Author: Mokibul Morshed Ahmad  
Pub: Maniruddin Ahmed, Dhaka Year: 2001 Bib: 22cm, PB, 244pp Includes Bibliographical references and Index Price: US$ 10.00

**Keep it Up, Kilroy A Novel**  
Author: Syed Shamsul Haq  
This book written originally in Bangla under the title Khelaram Khelay Ja, initially denounced as obscene writing, is now recognized as one of the greatest novel to have come out of Bangladesh. On the surface it is a narration of the exploits of a T.V. Star out to seduce young girls, underneath it is a graphic report of the deconstruction of a person made rootless by Hindu-Muslim riots during the dying days of British Raj and the Partition of India in 1947.
Applied Wood Preservation

Author: Arun Kumar Lahiry

This book as well as thesis is mostly a composition of several published researches oriented and applied literatures written solely by the author. To make the concepts of wood preservation and different relations more clear and subjective several documentary coloured photographs data and graphs have been added with the previous literatures. Since preservative treated imported wood products are also used in rural electrification programme in Bangladesh, preservation properties of some important timbers of Europe, America and Australia have been included and compared.


Bangladesh State of Arsenic 2001
[The Second annual report on the country’s state of Arsenic]

Editor: Quamrul Islam Chowdhury


Bangladesh Environment Facing the 21st Century

Editor: Philip Gain

This book presents reports, background and analyses on environmental issues in Bangladesh to provide a context to understand the country and the threats from within and outside in protecting the unique features of its environment.


Three-Dimensional Groundwater Modelling
A Study of Southwest Bangladesh

Author: Dr. Muhammad Quamrul Hassan
Chittagong Hill Tracts
State of Environment

Editor: Quamrul Islam Chowdhury

Pub: Forum of Environmental Journalists of Bangladesh [FEJB], Dhaka
Price: US$ 15.00

State of Sundarbans

Editor: Quamrul Islam Chowdhury

Pub: Forum of Environmental Journalists of Bangladesh [FEJB], Dhaka

Bangladesh State of Environment Report 2000

Editor: Quamrul Islam Chowdhury

Pub: Forum of Environmental Journalists of Bangladesh [FEJB], Dhaka

Sea-Level Changes in Bangladesh
The Last Ten Thousand Years

Author: M. Shahidul Islam

The book is an output of Ph.D. dissertation at the University of St. Andrews, U.K., under the sponsorship of the Association of Commonwealth Universities. Relative Sea Level Movements, both in geological time scale, as well as the current trends, refer to very complicated processes, operating globally, regionally and locally. This book offers a clear explanation to the science of sea level changes and can be used widely by academics, policy makers, coastal and environmental scientists, geographers, university students and above all general readers.


Bangladesh Disaster Report 2000

Editor: Gawher Nayeen Wahra


The Last Forests of Bangladesh

Dying forests, mistaken plantations and immense sufferings of the forest people feature the forests of Bangladesh
Author: Philip Gain
Pub: Society for Environment and Human Development [SEHD], Dhaka

*The Ulysses Syndrome*

Author: Mizanur Rahman Shelley
Memoirs of the Author – a leading Academic in Bangladesh

*Early Terracotta Figurines of Bangladesh*
Author: Saifuddin Chowdhury
The present work reveals the chronological history of terracotta art and culture of the Mauryan, the Sunga, the Kushana, the Gupta, the pre-Pala and the Pala regimes with illustrations.
Pub: Bangla Academy, Dhaka Year: 2000
Bib: 22cm, HB, 225pp Includes Bibliographical references ISBN: 9840740490 Price: US$ 5.00

*The Bengali Book History of Printing and Bookmaking 1667-1866 Volume:1*

Author: Mofakhkhar Hussain Khan
The work traces the story of growth and development of printed Bengali books between 1667 and 1866. It is a revised version of author’s researchers for his University of London Ph.D.
The government patronization and initiative and commercial venture, creation and commercial venture, creation of authorship, printers-publishers, booksellers are the topics dealt in this book.

*The Bengali Book History of Printing and Bookmaking 1667-1866 Volume:2 Bibliography of Early Imprints 1778-1866*

Author: Mofakhkhar Hussain Khan

*State Vs. Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and others [Agartala Case] Armed Quest for Independence*

Author: Colonel Shawkat Ali
This book is a narration by a shy country boy who later became a revolutionary and accused 26 in the historic Agartala case, of political events following the partition of India in 1947, of the discriminatory treatment meted out to Bangalees who formed
majority population [56%] of Pakistan by the minority [44%] ‘brothers’ of West Pakistan, of the founding of Awami League, of the heroic struggle of Banglées for the recognition of ‘Bangla’ as one of the State languages of Pakistan as against the insistence on ‘Urdu and Only Urdu’ climaxing on 21st February 1952 on which date sons of Bengal laid down their lives on the streets of Dhaka for the honour of their lives on the streets of Dhaka for the honour of their mother tongue, of the United Front victory in the 1954 provincial elections of Bangabandhu’s famous Six point programme how dormant Banglääe Nationalism came to be resuscitated through self-less protracted struggle spearheaded by bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman.


A Testament of Time

Volume 1
Holiday columns and editorials of Enayetullah Khan 1965-1975


The political parties and the constitutional reforms in British – India 1909-1947

Author : Dr. Abdul Quddus


Bangladesh
On the Threshold of the Twenty-First century

Editor : A.M.Chowdhury, Fakrul Alam

This book contributes significantly to the revaluation of the country’s past. Anyone interested in the future of the country will find its clear-eyed assessment of the past and vision of the future thought-provoking and noteworthy.

Includes articles on History & Politics; Economy and Demography; Society and Culture; Governance, Administration and Development; Education, Science and Technology; Environment; Foreign affairs


Journal of the Asiatic society of Bangladesh : Humanities

Volume : 46 No: 1 & 2 June & December 2001

Editor : Fakrul Alam

Pub : Asiatic Society of Bangladesh, Dhaka Year : 2001 Bib : 25cm, PB, 450pp ISSN : 10156836 Price : US$ 20.00 per annum

Essays in Memory of Momtazur Rahman Trafadar

Editors : Perween Hasan, M.Mufakharul Islam
Born in Bogra in 1928, Momtazur Rahman Tarafdar took his Master’s degree from the department of Islamic History and Culture, University of Dhaka in 1951 with a First Class. He started his professional career as a Lecturer in Haraganga College, Munshiganj, and joined the Department of Islamic History and Culture of Dhaka University a year later in 1952. He remained in the Same Department as a teacher till his death on July 31, 1997 when he was serving as Supernumerary Professor. Tarafdar wrote profusely on various aspects of the history of medieval Bengal and historiography.


Bangladesh Blood And Brutality

Editor : Haroon Habib

The book is a unique document unseen in the past that captures the episodes of the birth of a new country Bangladesh.


Husain Shahi Bengal 1494-1538 A.D. A Socio-Political Study

Author : Momtazur Rahman Tarafdar


Bangladesh Constitution Trends and Issues

Author : Justice Mustafa Kamal


State of Human Rights in Bangladesh and Related Issues

Author : M. Maniruzzaman Miah

Here is an account of violation of Human Rights in Bangladesh to-day. It is the considered view of HR watchers that such violation has been rampant right from the time the present of government came to power. It has taken many different forms: death in police custody, gunning down political opponents in public, setting armed hooligans to disperse opposition meetings or processions, instituting false cases against opposition politicians and harassing them, threatening members of the judiciary, torturing journalists, misusing a tyrannical law, passing new legislation denying the accused bail and a host of similar planned action aimed at dissenters of the regime. This book is an attempt to recount the story of such inhuman acts.

Human Rights and Empowerment

Editor: Dr. Mizanur Rahman

Pub: Empowerment through Law of the Common People [ELCOP], Dhaka
Year: 2001 Bib: 24cm, HB, 335pp ISBN: 9843115108
Price: US$ 20.00

Human Rights in Bangladesh 2000

Editor: Hameeda Hossain

This book provides an annual audit of the situation of human rights. Based on information collated from official documents, court judgements and newspaper scans, each chapter identifies the nature of violations and interventions by the state and society. The volume also looks at resources of citizen’s activism to combat of violations.


Tying the Knot
Community law reform and confidence building in the Chittagong Hill Tracts

Editor: Dr. Mizanur Rahman, Tanim Hussain Shawon


1971 and After
Selected Stories

Editor: Niaz Zaman

The twenty-four stories in 1971 and After are a representative fraction of the numerous short stories written about the War of Liberation and its aftermath. They include stories by well known writers such as Akhtaruzzaman Elias, Alauddin Al Azad, Hasan Azizul Huq, Humayun Ahmed, Makbula Manzoor, and Nasreen Jahan as well as by a number of less well known writers. The Stories of 1971 and After make thought-provoking reading about the thirty years of Bangladesh.


Mother of Pearls and other poems

Editor and Introduction: Sajed Kamal
This is the largest collection of Sufia Kamal’s poems in translation. Spanning her life-long literary career. The bilingual edition also contains a detailed introduction, tracing her evolution from a secluded aristocratic childhood to her growing stature as a globally engaged poet. The selection reflects the holistic fusion of personal and social art and life, which characterizes Sufia Kamal’s poetry.


**Wedding and the Wild Kite**

Translated and Editor : Mohammad Nurul Huda

Wedding and the Wild Kite are the translations of Momtazuddin Ahmed’s two remarkable plays entitled Bibaho and Ki Chaho Shonkhochil respectively, by Mohammad Nurul Huda. They mainly deal with two of the most significant junctures of our national history, the Language movement of 1952 and the War Liberation in 1971.

In Wedding the plot pivots round the leading character Sakhina who remains for life a would-be-bride of a language-martyr killed by police firing on the streets of Dhaka on Twentyfirst February of 1952, upholding the spirit of the Language Movement. The while breasted kite flying in the sky symbolizes loneliness of a helpless woman divided into two opposing identities: a loving mother and a loyal wife.


**Bangladesh Education Sector Review : Volume I**

This Comprehensive Education Sector Review has been published in three separate volumes. Volume I Contains the main report and additional papers on Socioeconomic development and its implications for Education and Education Finance.

The Main Report synthesizes findings from the detailed review of the various parts of the education sector. It starts with a look at Bangladesh in 2020 from which is derived a vision for education and training in 2020. Six main areas for action are identified to realize this vision.

The background reports of the Education sector Review Present a detailed analysis of the various parts of the System. The first background paper analyzes socioeconomic developments in Bangladesh, highlighting the effect of such progress on education and the second is a thorough examination of current education finance, with forecasts for the future under various scenarios.


**Bangladesh Education Sector Review : Volume II**
This Comprehensive Education Sector Review has been published in three separate volumes. Volume II contains chapters on Primary and pre-primary Education, Non-formal Education, and Secondary and higher Secondary Education in Bangladesh. These background reports of the education sector review present a detailed analysis of the relevant parts of the system. The major issues in the primary and secondary levels are examined, as well as the important role of non-formal education in providing basic education. Each sub-sector paper concludes with a possible strategy of objectives and means.

**Bangladesh Education Sector Review: Volume III**  
This Comprehensive Education Sector Review has been published in three separate volumes. Volume III focuses on Technical-Vocational Education and training, and higher education in Bangladesh. These background reports on the Education Sector Review present a detailed analysis of the various parts of the system. The crucial issues plaguing the technical vocational and higher education sector are examined and necessary steps for the future outlined. Each sub-sector paper concludes with a possible strategy of objectives and means.

**8th Parliament Election 2001 Observation**

**European Union’s Emerging Relations with Asia**  
**Politico-Economic Perspectives**

**Civil Society and Democracy in Bangladesh**

**Five years of Awami Rule**

**Voice Through Ballot**  
**Election and people’s perception**
Bangladesh in the new Millennium

Editor: Mohiuddin Ahmad

In this context, it is necessary to locate us in the global arena. Where are we? In a bid to present an anatomy of Bangladesh in a proper perspective, we have initiated a series of publications. The first one in the series with a title “Bangladesh Towards 21st century” was published in May 1999 which included nine essays. This volume second in the series, contains seventeen essays and provides a detailed dissection of our political and socio-economic environment.

Eastern Himalayan Culture, Ecology and People

Author: Hasna Jasimuddin Moudud

The author defines the eastern part of South Asia consisting of Bangladesh, Nepal, Bhutan and northeastern states of India, as a separate sub-region, which she labels the “Eastern Himalayas”. She comments we shared enormous knowledge culture and compassion before we came to be branded as belonging to one of the most impoverished regions of the world. It is our proud heritage and our generations must know that we were once a center of a prosperous and learned region.

Middle class and the social revolution in Bengal
An incomplete Agenda

Author: Serajul Islam Choudhury

This book examines the double role of the Bengali middle class. Middle class’s participation in politics and achievements in the fields of education, literature and culture have been remarkable. Nevertheless, radical social transformation leading to economic advancement of the masses, liberation of the latent energies of the people and reduction in discrimination and inequality has not been on its agenda, despite public protestations to the contrary. The common man has felt the oppression of the social system in his bones but has remained unable to articulate his demands.

Better Days, Better Lives
Towards strategy for implementing the convention on the rights of the child in Bangladesh

Author: Kamal Siddiqui
A pioneering effort, this book provides a penetrating analysis of problems facing the implementation of the Convention on the Rights of the Child [CRC] in Bangladesh, and offers, hopefully, realistic solutions.

Pub : University Press Ltd, Dhaka Year : 2001
Bib : 22cm, HB, 104pp Includes bibliographical references and index

The Vision and Visage of the Chittagong Hill Tracts
A People’s Account

Author : Niaz Ahmed Khan

This volume in its own modest way attempts to lift part of that curtain. It is intended to help any concerned quarter[s] in developing a basic, yet intimate, understanding of the life and living of the local inhabitants of the Chittagong Hill Tracts especially by focusing on their daily livelihood strategies major demands, hopes aspirations and perceptions of selected issues socio-political life. The research primarily draws on intensive observations of and interviews with the local people from different walks of life, supplemented by a collection of photographs.

Pub : Bangladesh resource Centre for Indigenous Knowledge, Dhaka Year : 2001

Bangladesh development series
Bangladesh : Breaking the Malnutrition Barrier Key to Development

Health, Nutrition and Population unit south Asia region The world Bank December 2000

Author : A.F.M.Iqbal Kabir, James Levinson
Editor : Anthony Measham

The Review demonstrates that the causes of malnutrition in Bangladesh are indeed multifaceted, and argues that no single sector or program can solve the problem alone. It lays out five current nutrition challenges and proposes actions to tackle them.

Pub : The University Press Limited, Dhaka Year : 2001 Bib : 25cm, PB, 39pp
Includes References ISBN : 984051573x Price : US$ 10.00

The Chittagong Hill Tracts
Living in a Borderland

Editor : Willem Van Schendel, Wolfgang Mey, Aditya Kumar Dewan
The book introduces the reader to the remarkable cultural variety and modern transformations of this virtually unknown region bridging Southeast Asia and South Asia. At the same time it explores how, from the 1860s to the late twentieth century, photographers have portrayed the Chittagong Hill Tracts and their inhabitants.

The 20 carefully documented chapters include. Creating a colonial Aristocracy, The public display of power images of Nature and Destruction, Religions of the Hills, Bodies and Costumes, Developing the Hills, and Lifestyles.

Pub : The University Press Limited, Dhaka Year : 2001
Bib : 24cm, HB, 323pp, Includes References and Index ISBN : 9840515535
Price : US$ 50.00

The Socio-Cultural Study of Folklore

Author : Mazharul Islam

This book deals with the evaluation of the genres of folklore, keeping in view the relation between the society and folklore. It is true that the genres of folklore are the creation of the society.

Folklore constitutes a very important and large area of folk-culture. To make this very particular aspect understandable, we require a deeper socio-cultural study of folklore. While making the scientific as well as analytic study of folklore all through his life, the author has found a great lack in making such an approach in the realm of folkloristics. The present volume has attempted to fill up this long-felt gap to link up society with the different genres of folklore.


Poverty and Migration

Slums of Dhaka City the Realities

Editors ; AKM Ahsan Ullah, Abdar Rahman, Munira Murshed

This book reveals the perspective of slums of Dhaka City. Slum dwellers are small thatched structure with slanting roof where the dwellers have to crawl over ground to enter into. There diseases, starvation, insecurity; uncertainty, hunger, and poverty are common phenomena. This book is an experiential documentation in simple approach.

This book is intended for urban planners, but social researchers, development workers, and environmentalists also would find it useful.

Pub : Association for Rural Development and Studies, Dhaka Year : 1999
Bib : 22cm, HB, 78pp Includes References ISBN : 9843106105
Price : US$ 7.50

Facing the Jamuna River

Indigenous and engineering knowledge in Bangladesh
Child Labour in Dhaka City

Author: Mohammad Ali Khan
This book analysis the oppressive reality of child laborers of Bangladesh as a whole and of Dhaka city in particular. It is a research book based on author’s M.Phil thesis submitted to NTNU, Norway in 2000. This unique study could be very helpful for students, researchers, policy makers, labor specialists and general readers.


Grassroots Voice
A Journal of Indigenous Knowledge and Development

Editor: Sukanta Sen

Executive Editor: Niaz Ahmed Khan
Quarterly

Pub: Bangladesh Resource Centre for Indigenous Knowledge, Dhaka Year: 2000 Bib: 22cm, PB, 138pp ISSN: 1560-358x Annual Sub: US$ 20.00 per annum

Her Unfearing Mind
Women and Muslim Laws in Bangladesh

Author: Sultana Kamal


Hidden Danger
Women and Family violence in Bangladesh

Author: Roushan Jaha> <

PuŠ C77>< à
15  Fren, Dhaka  Year :  1994  Bib :  22cm, PB, 165pp  Includes References  
Price :  US$ 10.00

**Income Generation and Savings of women and Institutional Credit Arrangement in Bangladesh**  
**Early Initiatives**

Author : Dr.Khaleda Salahuddin  
Pub : Palok Publishers and Bangladesh Women Writers Association, Nepal  
Price :  US$ 7.00

**Bangladesh District Gazetteers Comilla**  
Editor : Nurul Islam Khan  
Pub : Cabinet Secretariat, Establishment Division, Government of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh, Dhaka  Year :  1977  
Bib :  25cm, HB, 422pp, Includes Bibliographical references and Index  
Price :  US$ 5.00

**Bangladesh District Gazetteers Mymensingh**  
Editor : Nurul Islam Khan  
Pub : Cabinet Secretariat, Establishment Division, Government of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh, Dhaka  Year :  1978  
Bib :  25cm, HB, 403pp, Includes Bibliographical references and Index  
Price :  US$ 5.00

**Bangladesh District Gazetteers Kushtia**  
Editor : Ashraf Siddiqui  
Pub : Cabinet Secretariat, Establishment Division, Government of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh, Dhaka  Year :  1977  
Bib :  25cm, HB, 273pp, Includes Bibliographical references and Index  
Price :  US$ 5.00

**Bangladesh District Gazetteers Bakerganj**  
Editor : Md.Habibur Rahid  
Pub : Establishment Division, Government of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh, Dhaka  Year :  1980  
Bib :  25cm, HB, 415pp, Includes Bibliographical references and Index  
Price :  US$ 5.00

**Bangladesh District Gazetteers Patuakhali**  
Editor : Major General [Retird] M.A.Latif  
Pub : People’s Republic of Bangladesh, Establishment Division, Dhaka
Bangladesh District Gazetteers  Bogra
Editor : K.G.M.Latiful Bari
Pub : Government of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh, Dhaka Year : 1979
Bib : 25cm, HB, 375pp, Includes Bibliographical references and Index
Price : US$ 5.00

Bangladesh District Gazetteers  Dinajpur
Editor : Dr.Ashraf Siddiqui
Pub : Government of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh, Ministry of Cabinet Affairs, Establishment Division, Dhaka Year : 1975
Bib : 25cm, HB, 353pp, Includes Bibliographical references and Index
Price : US$ 5.00

Bangladesh District Gazetteers  Rajshahi
Editor : Dr.Ashraf Siddiqui
Pub : Government of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh, Ministry of Cabinet Affairs, Establishment Division, Dhaka Year : 1976
Bib : 25cm, HB, 419pp, Includes Bibliographical references and Index
Price : US$ 5.00

Bangladesh District Gazetteers  Chittagong
Editor : S.N.H.Rizvi
Pub : Government of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh, Ministry of Cabinet Affairs, Establishment Division, Dhaka Year : 1975
Bib : 25cm, HB, 542pp, Includes Bibliographical references and Index
Price : US$ 5.00

Bangladesh District Gazetteers  Dacca
Editor : S.N.H.Rizvi
Pub : Government of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh, Ministry of Cabinet Affairs, Establishment Division, Dhaka Year : 1975
Bib : 25cm, HB, 550pp, Includes Bibliographical references and Index
Price : US$ 5.00

Bangladesh District Gazetteers  Tangil
Editor : Major General [Retired] M.A.Latif
Pub : Government of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh, Ministry of Cabinet Affairs, Establishment Division, Dhaka Year : 1983
Bib : 25cm, HB, 310pp, Includes Bibliographical references and Index
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Price : US$ 5.00

**Bangladesh District Gazetteers Khulna**
Editor : K.G.M.Latiful Bari

Pub : Government of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh, Ministry of Cabinet Affairs, Establishment Division, Dhaka Year : 1978
Bib : 25cm, HB, 425pp, Includes Bibliographical references and Index
Price : US$ 5.00

**Bangladesh District Gazetteers Jessore**
Editor : K.G.M.Latiful Bari

Pub : Government of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh, Ministry of Cabinet Affairs, Establishment Division, Dhaka Year : 1979
Bib : 25cm, HB, 343pp, Includes Bibliographical references and Index
Price : US$ 5.00

**Bangladesh District Gazetteers Pabna**
Editor : Nurul Islam Khan

Pub : Cabinet Secretariat, Establishment Division, Government of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh, Dhaka Year : 1975
Bib : 25cm, HB, 348pp, Includes Bibliographical references and Index
Price : US$ 5.00

**Bangladesh District Gazetteers Faridpur**
Editor : Nurul Islam Khan

Pub : Government of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh, Ministry of Cabinet Affairs, Establishment Division, Dhaka Year : 1977
Bib : 25cm, HB, 404pp, Includes Bibliographical references and Index
Price : US$ 5.00

**Bangladesh District Gazetteers Noakhali**
Editor : Nurul Islam Khan

Pub : Government of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh, Cabinet Secretariat, Establishment Division, Dhaka Year : 1977
Bib : 25cm, HB, 350pp, Includes Bibliographical references and Index
Price : US$ 5.00

**Bangladesh District Gazetteers Rangpur**
Editor : Nurul Islam Khan

Pub : Cabinet Secretariat, Establishment Division, Government of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh, Dhaka Year : 1977
Bib : 25cm, HB, 411pp, Includes Bibliographical references and Index
Price : US$ 5.00
**Statistical Yearbook of Bangladesh - 1999**  
Twentieth Edition  
Price : US$ 20.00  

**Status of Adolescent Girls of Bangladesh, 1995**  
Author : Md. Shahadat Hossain  
Bib : 28cm, PB, 35pp ISBN : 9845082718  
Price : US$ 5.00  

**National Accounts Statistics (Gross Domestic Product, 2000 – 2001)**  
Bib : 29cm, PB, 109pp ISBN : 9845083951  
Price : US$ 5.00  

**Census of Slum Areas and Floating Population 1997 : Volume 1**  
Pub : Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics, Dhaka  Year : 1999  

**National Accounts Statistics of Bangladesh  
Bib : 28cm, PB, 283pp ISBN : 9845083803  
Price : US$ 15.00  

**Analysis of Basic Needs Dimension of Poverty : Volume I**  
Bib : 28cm, PB, 123pp ISBN : 9845082009  
Price : US$ 5.00  

**Analysis of Basic Needs Dimension of Poverty : Volume II**  
Bib : 28cm, PB, 132pp ISBN : 9845083056  
Price : US$ 10.00  

**Analysis of Basic Needs Dimension of Poverty : Volume III**  
Bib : 28cm, PB, 119pp ISBN : 9845083218  
Price : US$ 10.00
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<tr>
<td>On the Road to Progress : Achieving the Goals for Children in</td>
<td>Bangladesh &amp; UNICEF.</td>
<td></td>
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<td>Bangladesh</td>
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<td>1996 – 97</td>
<td>Bangladesh, Dhaka.</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household Expenditure Survey 1995 – 96</td>
<td></td>
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</tr>
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<td>Publication</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health situation and Health care Expenditures in Bangladesh</td>
<td>Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics, Dhaka</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>PB</td>
<td>319pp</td>
<td>9845083448</td>
<td>US$ 15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health care Expenditures in Bangladesh</td>
<td>Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics, Dhaka</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>PB</td>
<td>57pp</td>
<td>9845082890</td>
<td>US$ 5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sources and Methods of Indices (National Accounts Deflators)</td>
<td>Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics, Dhaka</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>PB</td>
<td>208pp</td>
<td>9845082890</td>
<td>US$ 10.00</td>
</tr>
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<td>Act 1836 To 1871</td>
<td>(As modified up to the 30th June, 1977)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acts 1872 to 1880</td>
<td>(Modified up to the 31st May, 1977)</td>
<td></td>
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<td></td>
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The Bangladesh Code: First Edition: Volume IV
Acts 1891 to 1898
(Modified up to the 31st December, 1980)

Pub: Ministry of Law and Parliamentary Affairs, Government of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh, Dhaka Year: 1992
Bib: 24cm, PB, 375pp Price: US$ 10.00

The Bangladesh Code: First Edition: Volume V
From Act VI of 1898 to 1907
(Modified up to the 30th April, 1979)

Bib: 24cm, PB, 444pp Price: US$ 25.00

The Bangladesh Code: First Edition: Volume VIII
Acts 1913
(As Modified up to the 30th June, 1979)

Pub: Ministry of Law and Parliamentary Affairs, Government of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh, Dhaka Year: 1992
Bib: 24cm, PB, 203pp Price: US$ 10.00

Further Volumes are out of Print – but are to be reprinted in the near future.

The Bangladesh Supreme Court Digest – 1990 – 1991: Volume VIII
(A digest of the principles of law enunciated by the Appellate Division, Supreme Court of Bangladesh, in Reported and Unreported Cases with Comparative References)

Author: Md. Bodrul Islam

Back Issues Available

Pub: Registrar, Supreme Court of Bangladesh, Dhaka
Bib: 24cm, PB, 237pp Price: US$ 25.00

The Constitution of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh
(As Modified up to 31st May, 2000)
In Bengali & English

Pub: Government of Bangladesh, Dhaka Bib: 24cm, PB, 185pp Year: 2000
Price: US$ 10.00

Ministry of Finance
Annual Budget
2002-2003
The Budget papers in English are released around June of each Year.
2001-2002 has gone out of print, Please book your copies for 2002-2003